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Abstract 

With industry standard synchronous data, the clock is effectively over twice the rate of the data (Figure 
1.).  The resultant problem is increased synchronous infrastructure bandwidth requirements and/or 
costly system architectures designed to avoid transport of synchronous data. This paper will discuss a 
potential solution. 

 

Introduction 

I have been working with telemetry systems since 1991. Over the years I have run into many occasions 
where I needed to provide data and clock through a long cable and/or significant infrastructure to a 
device and was disappointed to find that the end device did not work. As demand for high-rate data 
increased, this occurrence became more frequent.  Out of necessity, as bit-rates continued to increase I 
decided to investigate transporting data and clock (synchronous data). During this effort, I determined 
some interesting facts about the bandwidth requirements of synchronous data and its impact on 
telemetry systems’ architecture. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. 
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For the purposes of this paper, the following definitions apply: 

Asynchronous data is defined as data that is transported without an associated clock (i.e., one cable, 
data only) 
Synchronous data is defined as data that is transported with an associated clock (i.e., two cables / data 
and clock) 
An end device is any device requiring synchronous data as input. 
A feedback loop is an indication that an end device is operating correctly. 
A transmission line is a pair of parallel conductors exhibiting certain characteristics due to distributed 
capacitance and inductance along its length.1 
A telemetry system is comprised of all telemetry hardware and facility infrastructure. 
Threshold detection latency is the cumulative latency created by repeatedly transporting a digital signal 
over a cable and detecting the now malformed signal with a digital device.  

 

Asynchronous Paradigm  

A long standing approach is to design an architecture that avoids transporting synchronous data any 
great distance. Systems are designed to transport only asynchronous data and to physically locate bit 
synchronizers close to end devices.   

The asynchronous paradigm is a very common and intuitive design that is easily implemented, but it is 
not without its short comings and associated costs. This paradigm is very hardware intensive. It requires 
a bit synchronizer and bulk decryptor immediately in front of each end item.  Cable lengths between the 
bit synchronizer, bulk decryptor and the end device are best kept short. Operators must load each 
decryptor separately and set up each bit synchronizer correctly based on feedback from multiple data 
paths and associated feedback loops. The asynchronous paradigm is also bit rate dependent.  If there is 
data rate change, each bit synchronizer must be reconfigured.  A single-stream four-end-device 
asynchronous paradigm example is illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

 

1. Kuphaldt, Tony R.  (2000-2012). Lessons in 
ElectricCircuits.http://openbookproject.net/electricCircuits/AC/index.html     
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Figure 2.  

Single stream four end device 
system requires 14-16 pieces of 
hardware 
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The Synchronous Paradigm  

The synchronous paradigm approaches the problem simply by providing enough bandwidth to transport 
synchronous data. This paradigm receives data/clock and transports it via a switching matrix to each end 
device.  Each switching matrix must have enough bandwidth to support the effective bit rate of the 
synchronous data’s clock. For example, to switch 35Mbps synchronous data, the switch must be capable 
of switching a 70Mbps effective clock.  The synchronous paradigm has some significant advantages: 

1. It can use code modifiers to correct polarity and provide Non-Return-to-Zero-Level (NRZ-L) to 
the bulk decryptors. Code modifiers are low cost and high density, relative to bit synchronizers 
with analog front-ends.  

2. Code modifiers are bit-rate independent. 
3. It uses less bulk decryptors. 
4. It uses fewer code modifiers/bit synchronizers 
5. Relative to the asynchronous paradigm, it has fewer data paths and associated feedback loops. 

However, it is still hindered by synchronous data bandwidth requirements and any long cable runs are 
subject to two different transmission line characteristics and any associated threshold detection 
latencies. A single-stream four-end-device synchronous paradigm example is illustrated in Figure 3. It 
uses approximately 40% less hardware than its asynchronous paradigm equivalent.  
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Single stream four end device system 
requires 8-9 pieces of hardware

 

Figure 3 
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The Problem 

How can Systems Engineers move away from the complex and costly asynchronous paradigm-based 
telemetry systems and move toward the efficient and less costly synchronous paradigm based telemetry 
systems while avoiding synchronous data bandwidth requirements and associated data/clock 
transmission line inconsistencies? 

 

 Proposed Solution 

Sample a bit on every transition of the clock and reduce the clock-rate to one half of the industry 
standard. 

 

 

Figure 4 

 

Half-clock accomplishes two significant synchronous data transport goals. First, it halves the bandwidth 
requirement for transporting synchronous data. Second, it makes the transmission line characteristics 
for the data and clock much more similar.  
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Conclusion 

In summary, implementation of half-clock would reduce the synchronous data infrastructure bandwidth 
requirements and make design and installation of lower-cost high-efficiency synchronous paradigm 
based telemetry systems much easier.  A one-time development cost would save significant Department 
of Defense telemetry hardware, infrastructure and maintenance dollars. Development as a drop-down 
selection for bit synchronizer outputs, decomutator inputs and as a front panel selection on bulk 
decryptors would allow for half-clock as well as legacy telemetry hardware support. 

 

 




